Way to go! to School

JUNE 5TH

GREEN TRANSPORTATION PARTY
THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

LOCATION: State House Lawn, Montpelier

Free and open to the public, enjoy your bag lunch, free snacks and exhibits. This fun, interactive public event will demonstrate the ways schools, groups, and Vermonters are taking action to green transportation. Join vendors that lead in solar and electric transportation, and experience how Vermont schools and communities are expanding safe, efficient, and locally powered transportation options.

10-2PM SOLAR/EV AND E-BIKE DEMO

10AM EXHIBITS OPEN

11:30AM SCHOOL AWARDS CEREMONY
(INSIDE THE STATEHOUSE)

12PM ACTIVITIES ON THE STATEHOUSE LAWN

- Way to Go! Group photo
- Kids mobility poster party
- eBike Demo - Take a spin!
- Climb aboard Vermont’s first battery-powered eBus
- Making the solar connection - AllEarth PowerFlower
- Active learning with active sitting - QOR360 chairs
- Network, and learn how Vermont is leading the way to a sustainable transportation system
- Free snacks or enjoy bag lunch

QUESTIONS? CALL DEB SACHS: 802.238.9807

Learn more at: www.waytogovt.org